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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR DEVELOPNG 
AND DEPLOYING COMPUTER 

APPLICATIONS OVERA NETWORK 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
CO-PENDING APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 11/039,106 filed on Jan. 19, 2005 and entitled 
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DEVELOPING AND 
DEPLOYING COMPUTER APPLICATIONS OVER A 
NETWORK' which is commonly assigned and the contents 
of which are expressly incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a system and a 
method for developing and deploying computer applications, 
and more particularly, to developing computer applications 
using a combination of a declarative markup language and a 
procedural code programming language and deploying them 
over a network. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. A typical computer application 80 includes a user 
interface (UI) 82, business logic components 84, and data 86, 
as shown in FIG.1. Computer application 80 may be either a 
traditional client/server application, such as a Microsoft Win 
dows-based application, that runs on a computer equipped 
with a specific operating system or an HTML web-based 
application that runs over a network. A Microsoft Windows 
based application provides a rich responsive user interface 
that can be installed in any computer that runs on the Win 
dows operating system and can run offline without the need 
for a network connection. The Windows-based application is 
interactive, provides complex functionality and uses real 
time operations. A programmer writes an application Source 
code (or business logic code) using C or C# programming 
language, compiles it for the Windows operating system and 
installs the compiled bytecode in each computer individually. 
This deployment mode is time consuming and lacks flexibil 
ity because the process of writing, compiling and deploying 
needs to be repeated every time there is a change in the Source 
code. Furthermore, a Windows-based application cannot run 
within a web browser. 
0004. A web-based application is usually installed in a 
server 72 (shown in FIG.3) and includes webpages written in 
a markup language. Such as HTML. A web browser installed 
in a client computer 73 can download the web application one 
webpage at a time via a network connection 78 between the 
client machine 73 and the server 72. Web-based applications 
are easy to deploy via the network 78 and the UI is easily 
created using a declarative markup language, such as HTML. 
However, the UI controls of an HTML-based application are 
not as rich as the UI controls of a Windows based application, 
therefore resulting in poor interactivity with the user. Further 
more, web-based applications cannot run offline on a stand 
alone client computer without a network connection to a 
server, have high bandwidth consumption and do not support 
bi-directional communications. 
0005. A next generation WindowsTM operating system 
called LonghornTM is being developed by the MicrosoftTM 
Corporation. Referring to FIG. 2, a prior art system 90 for 
writing and deploying a computer application 80 in the next 
generation WindowsTM LonghornTM environment includes 
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coding a markup document 92, coding a business logic code 
94, combining document 92 and code 94 into one entity 95 
and compiling the combined entity 95 into an executable 
bytecode 98 using a compiler96. The executable bytecode 98 
is installed in a client machine where it gets executed by an 
execution engine 99 in the client runtime environment (CRE). 
The markup document 92 is written using a declarative 
Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) language 
and the business logic code 94 is written in C#. The compiler 
96 is a .NET CLR compiler and the executable bytecode 98 is 
a .NET CLR bytecode. The execution engine 99 is a .NET 
CLR engine with LonghornTM services. The business logic 
code 94 may also be written using Visual BasicTM.NET, 
JScriptTM.NET, or other. NET-compatible languages. This 
process of writing, compiling and deploying needs to be 
repeated every time there is a change either in the markup 
document code 92 or in the business logic code 94. Further 
more, the process is currently available only for the .NET 
CLR execution engine with Longhorn services 99 and for the 
particular combination of XAML markup language for the 
markup document 92 and the .NET compatible languages for 
the business logic code 94. The LonghornTM environment and 
the process of writing and deploying applications within this 
environmentare described in an article entitled 'A first lookat 
writing and deploying applications in the next generation of 
windows' by Dino Espsosito published in the MSDN maga 
Zine, the contents of which are expressly incorporated herein 
by reference. 
0006. As was mentioned above, this prior art system and 
method of writing, compiling and deploying computer appli 
cations in the next generation of Windows environment is not 
flexible because the compiled bytecode of the combined busi 
ness logic component and the markup document needs to be 
recompiled and reinstalled every time there is a change either 
in the business logic component or in the markup document. 
The entire application needs to be re-deployed. The XAML 
documents cannot be modified or generated at runtime, which 
significantly limits programming flexibility. Furthermore this 
type of computer applications can only run in the specific next 
generation Windows environment and are not compatible 
with other existing operating systems including the current 
version of WindowsTM 95/98/2000/ME/XP, Linux, UnixTM, 
MacintoshTM or PalmTM operating systems, among others. 
The footprint of the compiled bytecode of the combined 
business logic component and the markup document can be 
very large (“fat client'), which in turn results in network 
bandwidth limitations and server or client machine storage 
limitations. 

0007 Accordingly, there is a need for system and a 
method of developing and deploying web-based computer 
applications that can run in any type of client environment and 
in any operating system, online or offline and can be modified 
on the fly. Furthermore, there is a need for a system and a 
method of deploying LonghornTM applications and other 
prior art existing applications to other client environments, 
thereby overcoming the LonghornTM inflexibility and the lim 
ited functionality of the prior art environments. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0008. In general, in one aspect, the invention features a 
method of developing and deploying a network application in 
a distributed computing system that includes at least a server 
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and at least a client machine and where the client machine is 
adapted to connect to the server via a network. The method 
includes the following steps: 
A. Developing a server-side application having at least one 
markup document and at least one business logic component. 
The markup document is written using any declarative Exten 
sible Markup Language (XML) and the business logic com 
ponent is Written using any programming language. 
B. Compiling the business logic component into a specific 
executable code using a compiler. The compiler is adapted to 
receive a business logic component written in any program 
ming language and to compile the business logic component 
into a specific executable code that can be executed by a 
specific execution engine in the client machine. 
C. Converting the markup document into a specific markup 
language document using a markup language converter. The 
markup language converter is adapted to receive a markup 
document written in any XML language and to convert the 
markup document into a specific markup language document 
that is compatible with a specific client runtime environment 
(CRE) of the client machine. 
D. Deploying the specific markup document and the specific 
executable code to the client machine via the network. 

0009 Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The specific 
markup language document and the specific executable code 
may be combined into one entity before the deploying to the 
client machine. The specific markup language document may 
be cached by a client cache and the specific executable code 
may be executed by the specific execution engine in the client 
machine The compiled specific executable code and the con 
Verted specific markup language document may be cached by 
a server cache and the their deployment may occur from the 
server cache. The markup document and the business logic 
component may also be cached by the server cache. The 
markup document may be converted into a binary executable 
code. 

0010. The compiling of the business logic component and 
the converting of the markup document may occur on the fly 
and upon a request by the client machine. The particular type 
of the specific client machine may be detected by the server 
before the compiling and the converting. The at least one 
markup document may be written in HTML language and the 
server markup language converter may convert the HTML 
markup document into an XML markup document. The spe 
cific markup language may be XML, XML User Interface 
Language (XUL), Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), XForms, 
XML related languages, Hyper Text Markup Language 
(HTML), HTML related languages, text, or combinations 
thereof. The programming language may be C, C++, C#, 
JavaTM, JavascriptTM, VBScript, ActionScriptTM, Visual 
BasicTM, XSLTM, XQueryTM, XPathTM, or a proprietary pro 
gramming language. The specific execution engine may be 
.NET CLR, JVMTM, Flash PlayerTM, or JavascriptTM engine. 
The specific executable code may have a format of .NET 
CLR, JavaTM class format, or Macromedia FlashTM binary 
format. The network may be the WorldWideWeb (www), the 
Internet, a wide area network (WAN), a local area network 
(LAN), a personal area network (PAN), a telecommunication 
network, a virtual private network (VPN) or a wireless net 
work. The client machine may be a desktop computer, a 
workstation, a Linux machine, computing circuits, a laptop 
computer, a handheld device, a television, a telephone, a 
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Smart phone, a mobile phone, a personal digital assistant 
(PDA), a pager, wireless computers, or combinations thereof. 
0011. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a distributed computing system for developing and deploying 
a Smart client application from a server to a client machine via 
a network, that includes the following components: 
A. A server-side application having at least one markup docu 
ment and at least one business logic component. The markup 
document is written using any declarative Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) and the business logic component is writ 
ten using any programming language. 
B. A compiler for compiling the business logic component 
into a specific executable code. The compiler is adapted to 
receive a business logic component written in any program 
ming language and to compile the business logic component 
into a specific executable code that can be executed by a 
specific execution engine in the client machine. 
C. A markup language converter for converting the markup 
document into a specific markup language document. The 
markup language converter is adapted to receive a markup 
document written in any XML language and to convert the 
markup document into a specific markup language document 
that is compatible with a specific client runtime environment 
(CRE) of the client machine. 
D. A network server for deploying the specific markup docu 
ment and the specific executable code to the client machine 
via the network. 
0012. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a compiler adapted to receive a business logic component 
written in any programming language and to compile the 
business logic component into a specific executable code that 
can be executed by a specific execution engine. 
0013 Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The compiler 
may include a plurality of specific programming language 
universal compilers and a server compiler control logic. The 
server compiler control logic detects the type of a specific 
client engine, invokes compiling and caching of a specific 
client engine executable code and delivers the executable 
code to the client engine. Each of the specific programming 
language universal compilers receives an input file written in 
any programming language and compiles the input file into a 
specific executable code that can be executed by a specific 
execution engine. The specific programming language may 
be C, C++, C#, JavaTM, JavascriptTM, VBScript, Action 
ScriptTM, Visual BasicTM, XSL, XQueryTM, XPathTM, or a 
proprietary programming language. The specific execution 
engine may be .NET CLR, JVMTM, Flash PlayerTM, or Java 
scriptTM engine. 
0014. In general, in another aspect, the invention features 
a markup language converter adapted to receive a markup 
document written in any XML markup language and convert 
the markup document into a specific markup language docu 
ment. 

0015 Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The markup 
language converter may include a control logic and specific 
markup language converters. The control logic detects the 
type of a specific client engine, invokes a specific markup 
language converter that is appropriate for the specific client 
engine and converts the markup document into the specific 
markup language document. The specific markup language 
converters may be XUL converter, SVG converter, XML 
converter, or HTML converter. 
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0016. In general, in yet another aspect, the invention fea 
tures a method of converting a prior art web application into 
a client application capable of running in distributed comput 
ing system, wherein the prior art web application includes at 
least one HTML markup document and at least one business 
logic code and wherein the distributed computing system 
includes at least a server having a Server Runtime Environ 
ment (SRE) and at least a client machine having a Client 
Runtime Environment (CRE) and wherein the client machine 
is adapted to connect to the server via a network. The method 
includes the following steps: 
A. Converting the HTML markup document into an XML 
markup language document using a server markup language 
converter contained within the SRE. 
B. Deploying the XML markup document and the at least one 
business logic code separately from each other to the client 
machine via the network. 
C. Executing the at least one business logic code and the XML 
markup document by the CRE. 
0017 Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The method 
may further include compiling the business logic code into an 
executable bytecode. The method may further include pro 
viding an additional business logic code by the CRE. The 
prior art web application may be a Longhorn application. In 
general in yet another aspect, the invention features a stateful 
method of processing an XML markup document within a 
distributed computing system, wherein the distributed com 
puting system includes at least a client machine having a 
Client Runtime Environment (CRE). The method includes 
the following steps: 
A. Receiving the XML markup document by the CRE. 
B. Parsing and holding the XML document's state by the 
CRE. 
C. Receiving XML commands by the CRE, and performing 
operations comprised in the XML commands upon the XML 
document by the CRE. 
D. Updating the XML markup document's state by the CRE. 
0018. Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The XML 
markup document may be written in a markup language Such 
as XAML, XML User Interface Language (XUL), Scalable 
Vector Graphics (SVG), XForms, XML related languages, 
HyperTextMarkup Language (HTML), HTML related lan 
guages, text, or combinations thereof. The CRE may hold the 
XML markup document's state in a Document Object Model 
(DOM). The XML commands may be add, remove, update, 
insert, delete, sort, or search. 
0019. In general, in another aspect the invention features a 
method of developing and deploying a network application in 
a distributed computing system wherein the distributed com 
puting system includes at least a client machine having a 
Client Runtime Environment (CRE). The method includes 
the following steps: 
A. Developing a server-side business logic using Enterprise 
Java Beans (EJB), .NET objects, script language, Perl lan 
guage, or PHP language. 
B. Developing a server-side presentation layer using Java 
Server Page (JSP), Servlet, Active Server Page (ASP), ASP. 
NET, Perl, or PHP. 
C. Generating XML documents and sending the XML docu 
ments to the CRE. 
0020 Implementations of this aspect of the invention may 
include one or more of the following features. The method 
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may further include receiving the XML documents by the 
CRE, processing the XML documents by the CRE and pre 
senting a rich User Interface (UI) by the CRE. The method 
may further include processing the XML documents by the 
SRE and sending the processed XML documents to the CRE 
and presenting a rich User Interface (UI) by the CRE. 
0021. In general, in yet another aspect the invention fea 
tures an improved Extensible User-Interface Language 
(XUL) that includes a series of Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) tags for allowing different operating platforms to 
exchange data that describe a user interface (UI) of an appli 
cation. The improved XUL is designed to run in a distributed 
computing system that has at least a server having a Server 
Runtime Environment (SRE) and at least a client machine 
having a Client Runtime Environment (CRE) and wherein the 
client machine is adapted to connect to the server via a net 
work. The improved XUL includes means for adding, remov 
ing and updating UI components on the fly using XML 
instructions, customized features that require custom coding, 
and means for providing server-side integration, wherein the 
CRE routes events of interest back to the SRE. 

0022. Among the advantages of this invention may be one 
or more of the following. This invention provides a comput 
ing architecture that combines the Client/Server architecture 
and the Web architecture. We call it the “Smart Client Archi 
tecture'. This “Smart Client Architecture' enables applica 
tions to be written in the same way as web applications are 
written today, and allows these web applications to be uni 
versally deployed to any client devices with any operating 
system, while maintaining the same performance/functional 
ity of client/server applications. This “Smart Client Architec 
ture also enables easy conversion of existing web applica 
tions, including conversion of Longhorn applications. The 
“Smart Client Architecture' enables writing, deploying and 
execution of a computer application from a central server to 
any client machine connected to the server via a network 
connection. The network connection may be a low bandwidth 
network. The client machines may include any type of oper 
ating systems and devices. The network application includes 
markup documents, business logic components and an 
object-oriented binding mechanism binding the markup 
documents to the business logic components and the reverse. 
The markup documents may be converted to any type of a 
markup language including among others, XML, XUL, SVG, 
Xforms, XML related languages, HTML, HTML related lan 
guages, text, and combinations thereof. The business logic 
components may include Source code written in any program 
ming language including among others, JavaTM, JavaS 
criptTM, Ji, CH, C, C++, Visual BasicTM, ActionScriptTM, 
XSLTM, XQueryTM, and XPathTM. A compiler system con 
verts the source code to any type of executable bytecode. This 
compiler system configuration provides flexibility in both the 
programming aspect of the application and the execution 
aspect of the application. The so developed network applica 
tions can run equally well in all environments, cross-platform 
and cross-device. Furthermore, the development of these 
applications is faster and easier, resulting in lower IT costs 
and higher ROI. Enterprise Internet Applications demand 
absolute security and data protection. The “Smart Client 
Architecture' maintains every application user as a stateful, 
persistent session at the server. This permits the automatic 
resynchronization of returning off-line, occasionally con 
nected, or accidentally disconnected users. The computing 
architecture also provides for mobile and Occasionally Con 
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nected Computing (OCC). Enterprise Internet Applications 
also require the most accurate and up-to-date data and func 
tionality. Data and user interface updates are automatically 
pushed to the client by the server, asynchronously and in 
real-time. The “Smart Client Architecture' utilizes ultra-thin 
communications technology that conserves bandwidth by 
sending incremental updates of only the information that has 
changed on the client, rather than an entire page of web code. 
This, along with an intelligent server compression technol 
ogy, allows the applications of this invention to reduce band 
width and server cycles by up to 90%. 
0023 The user benefits include: 
0024 Higher productivity for end users due to the more 
effective application user interface 

0025 Faster and cheaper development environment 
because the Presentation Layer work has been done by 
the server, and 

(0026. Better ROI (lower bandwidth costs, thin client 
device possible, lower maintenance costs) as a result of 
the reduced impact on the infrastructure. 

0027. The details of one or more embodiments of the 
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and 
description below. Other features, objects and advantages of 
the invention will be apparent from the following description 
of the preferred embodiments, the drawings and from the 
claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0028 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a typical computer 
application; 
0029 FIG. 2 is prior art process for writing, compiling, 
deploying and executing a computer application in the next 
generation of Windows operating system; 
0030 FIG.3 is an example of a network-based computing 
system; 
0031 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of the software and hard 
ware components of a simple network-based computing sys 
tem including a server and a client machine, according to this 
invention; 
0032 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a specific embodiment 
of the process of writing, compiling, deploying and executing 
a computer application according to this invention; 
0033 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of another embodiment of 
the process of writing, compiling, deploying and executing a 
computer application according to this invention; 
0034 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of the server compiler 
system of FIG. 6; 
0035 FIG. 8 is a detailed block diagram of the universal 
Java bytecode compiler of FIG. 7: 
0036 FIG. 9 is a detailed block diagram of the XAML 
converter of FIG. 6; 
0037 FIG. 10 is a block diagram depicting how a markup 
document interacts with a business logic component in an 
object-oriented way: 
0038 FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram of the markup-busi 
ness logic binding mechanism of this invention; 
0039 FIG. 12 is a screen shot generated with a computer 
application according to this invention; 
0040 FIG. 13 is a block diagram of one example of a 
network-based computing system according to this invention; 
004.1 FIG. 14 is a NexawebTM example for a small win 
dow interface with two buttons; and 
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0042 FIG. 15 is a NexawebTM-enabled Pet Store User 
Interface. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0043 Referring to FIG. 3, a network-based computing 
system 70 includes a server 72 and client machines 73,74, 75, 
and 76. The client machines include a personal computer 73, 
a laptop computer 74, other computing devices 75, and a 
wireless communication device 76. Client machines 73, 74 
and 75 are connected to the server 72 via a network connec 
tion 78. Client machine 76 is connected to the server 72 via a 
wireless network connection 79. There may be several addi 
tional client machines including personal computers, laptop 
computers, Linux machines, workstations, computing cir 
cuits, and wired communications devices, such as telephone 
and television. Network connection 78 may be the Internet, 
the World WideWeb (WWW), a Wide Area Network (WAN), 
a Local Area Network (LAN), a Personal Area Network 
(PAN) or a telecommunication network. The wireless com 
munication device 76 may be a mobile phone, a personal 
digital assistant (PDA), a pager, a wireless laptop computer, a 
personal computer, a television, and programmable versions 
thereof or combinations thereof. The wireless network 79 
may be a wireless wide area network (WWAN), a wireless 
local area network (WLAN), a wireless personal area net 
work (WPAN) or a private communication network. 
0044) Referring to FIG.4, a block diagram of the software 
components of the server 72 and the client machine 73 
includes the following. The server 72 runs behind a web 
server 219, and runs server-side business logic 212. The web 
server 219 delivers markup documents or electronic mes 
sages generated by the server side business logic 212 to a 
client web browser 230 residing inside the client machine 73. 
Electronic messages are communication messages delivered 
electronically for information exchange. Markup documents 
are electronic documents, i.e., files, written using a markup 
language Such as XML or HTML. A markup language is a 
conventional language for describing the contents of an elec 
tronic document that is to be viewed or printed on a computer 
output device Such as a computer monitor. A markup lan 
guage document may contain text, images, JavaScript, and 
hyperlinks, among others. A real time, bidirectional, reliable 
messaging system 240 transmits messages between the client 
web browser 230 and the web server 219 over an HTTP 
connection. The server 72 includes in addition to the server 
side business logic 212 a Server Runtime Environment (SRE) 
214 that runs behind the HTTP server 219 and inside the 
server 72. The SRE 214 also includes a server compiler 216, 
a server cache 218, a communications module 215, and other 
functional modules 217. The functional modules 217 may be 
an Application Server Interface, an XML Parser, Clustering, 
Storage, and an Execution Engine. The application server 
interface module enables the SRE 214 to run inside the appli 
cation server 210 and enables applications inside the appli 
cation server 210 to access the SRE's functionalities. The 
XML Parser module is responsible for parsing XML docu 
ments that come from the various client machines or other 
information Sources such as other backend connections. The 
parsing results may be stored in the Storage module. The 
clustering module provides support for clustering the SRE 
and the execution engine module executes the compiled 
server-side business logic 212. 
0045. The client machine 73 includes a client runtime 
environment (CRE) 224 that runs outside the client web 
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browser 230 and client-side business logic 222. In other 
embodiments the CRE runs inside the client web browser 
230. The client side business logic 222 includes markup docu 
ments and business logic. The client machine 73 is protected 
by a client side firewall 244 and the web server 219 is pro 
tected by a server side firewall 242. The CRE 224 processes 
markup documents and executes the client-side business 
logic 222. The CRE 224 includes a client cache 226, a com 
munication module 225, a state synchronization and persis 
tency module 228 and other functional modules 227 such as 
an XML parser, a user interface, storage, Security, and an 
execution engine. The XML Parser is responsible for parsing 
XML documents that come from the application server 210. 
The parsing results may be stored in the client cache 226 as 
part of the application's client side state. The user interface 
module is responsible for displaying the user interface and 
interacting with the user according to the application's 
markup document description. The execution engine module 
is capable of running client side business logic 222. The client 
cache 226 maintains the application's client side state and is 
updated by the CRE automatically. The synchronization and 
persistency module 228 is responsible for synchronizing the 
client cache 226 with the application server 210, and saving 
and/or retrieving the client cache 226 from persistent storage. 
0046. The CRE 224 is centrally managed by the SRE 214. 
The CRE 224 is automatically downloaded from the server 72 
and installed in the client machine 73 the first time a user 
access a client application. After the initial installation, the 
SRE 214 automatically manages the versioning and updating 
of the CRE 224. Different CREs 224 are used for the different 
client platforms. For example, different CREs are used for a 
Java Virtual Machine, a NET CLR, or a Flash Player. The 
executable business logic formats of these three client plat 
forms are: Java bytecode, .NET CLR bytecode and Flash 
bytecode, respectively. The business logic 222 is delivered in 
three different executable code formats for these three client 
platforms, accordingly. 
0047 Referring to FIG. 5, a system 100 for writing and 
deploying a computer application 80 in any computing envi 
ronment and in particular in the network-based computing 
environment of FIG. 3, includes first coding a markup docu 
ment 102 and a business logic component 104. Next, the 
business logic component 104 passes through a server com 
piler 110 where it gets parsed and compiled into an executable 
bytecode 112. The server compiler is included in a Server 
Runtime Environment (SRE) 106 that can be installed in any 
server computer 72, shown in FIG.3. In addition to the server 
compiler 110 the SRE includes a server cache 108 for storing 
the markup documents, the business logic components and 
the compiled bytecodes. A client machine 73 that can connect 
to the server 72 via a network 78 (shown in FIG. 3) receives 
the markup document 102 and the executable bytecode 112 
via the network connection 78. The client machine 73 has a 
CRE 120 that includes an execution engine 114 and a client 
cache 116. In the example of FIG. 5, the markup document is 
written using XML markup language and the business logic 
component 104 is written in C#. In this case, the server 
compiler 110 is a commercially available .NET CLR com 
piler that compiles the C# code into .NET CLR bytecode 112 
that can be executed by a .NET CLR engine 114. In another 
example 150, shown in FIG. 6, the markup document 102 is 
written using a XAML markup language and the business 
logic component 104 is programmed using any programming 
language. In this case the SRE 106 includes a server compiler 
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system 160, a XAML converter 155 and a server cache 108. 
The server compiler system 160 receives a business logic 
component 104 written in any programming language and 
compiles it in a specific bytecode 166 that is supported by a 
specific engine 174 of the CRE 120. The XAML converter 
155 receives markup documents 102 written in a XAML 
markup language and converts them into CRE specific 
markup language documents 162. Such as XUL, SVG, 
Xforms or other XML related languages. The server cache 
108 stores the markup documents, business logic compo 
nents, the converted markup documents and the compiled 
bytecodes. 
0048 Referring to FIG. 7, the server compiler 160 is a 
Software program that translates source code written in any 
Supported programming language into executable code of any 
supported executable format. As shown in FIG. 7, the source 
code is written in a programming language, such as JavaTM 
302, C# 304, or JavaScriptTM 306, among others. The sup 
ported executable formats are JavaTM bytecode 332, .NET 
CLR bytecode 334, or FlashTM bytecode 336, among others, 
depending on the client platform. For example, when the 
client platform is running a JavaTM Virtual Machine 360, all 
input source files, no matter which language they are being 
written in, are compiled into Java bytecode executable files by 
the server compiler 160. Similarly, if the client platform is 
running a .NET CLR, all source code files are compiled into 
.NET CLR bytecode. 
0049. The server compiler 160 includes a plurality of spe 
cific universal compilers including among others, a universal 
JavaTMBytecode compiler 312, a universal.NET CLR(Com 
mon Language Runtime) compiler 314, a universal JavaS 
criptTM compiler 316, and a universal Flash SWF compiler 
318. The server compiler 160 also includes a server compiler 
control logic 310 that detects the type of the client platform, 
invokes compiling and caching of a client platform appropri 
ate executable code and delivers the appropriate executable 
code to the corresponding client platform. When the server 
compiler 160 receives a request from a certain client machine, 
the control logic 310 first characterizes the client machine to 
see which executable format is supported by this client 
machine. If a compiled executable code of the supported 
format is available in the server cache 218 and the source file 
has not changed since the last compilation, the server com 
piler control logic 310 sends the cached executable code to 
the client machine directly. If the source file has been changed 
since the last compilation, the control logic 310 prompts the 
server compiler 160 to retrieve the source file, compile the 
Source file into the appropriate executable code, cache the 
executable code in the server cache 108 and send the execut 
able code to the client machine 73. Each universal compiler 
receives an input file written in any programming language, 
such as JavaTM, C#, JavaScriptTM, C, C++, Visual BasicTM, 
and delivers an output file in one executable format specific to 
a certain client platform. The input files 302,304,306 and the 
output files 332, 334, 336 may also include markup docu 
mentS. 

0050 Referring to the example of FIG. 8, the universal 
JavaTM bytecode compiler 312 receives source code files writ 
ten in programming languages such as JavaTM302, C# 3.04. 
JavaScript TM306, among others, and delivers a JavaTMVirtual 
Machine executable JavaTM bytecode file 332. The universal 
JavaTM bytecode compiler 312 includes a plurality of custom 
developed language compilers, such as JavaScript"M com 
piler 353, a plurality of commercially available language 
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specific compilers, such as Java compiler 351, Jil compiler 
352. C# compiler, among others, and a control logic 355. 
JavaTM compiler 351 is commercially available from Sun 
Microsystems of Santa Clara, Calif., Jil compiler 352 is com 
mercially available from Microsoft of Redmond Wash. The 
JavaScript TM compiler 353 is custom developed by Nexaweb 
and compiles JavaScript files into Java bytecode. 
0051. Similarly, the universal .NET CLR compiler 314, 
the universal JavaScriptTM compiler 316, and the universal 
FlashTM SWF compiler 318, receive input files written in any 
programming language and deliver bytecode files executable 
by a .NET CLR engine, a JavaScriptTM engine, and a FlashTM 
player, respectively. The control logic 355 module includes 
rules for handling the various programming language codes 
and processes the input files. When an input file is received, 
control logic module 355 checks which language the source 
code file is being written in and selects the appropriate lan 
guage specific compiler to compile the source code file into 
executable code in the desired executable format. For 
example, the control logic 355 of the Universal Java bytecode 
compiler 312 would select the JavaScript compiler 353 to 
compile JavaScript source files and Java compiler 351 to 
compile Java source files. 
0052 Referring to FIG. 9, the XAML converter 155 
includes a plurality of markup language specific converters, 
such as XUL converter 372, SVG converter 373, and other 
XML converters 371, among others, and a control logic 555. 
The control logic 555 is responsible for selecting and invok 
ing a markup language specific converter to convert a Source 
file written in XAML markup language 366 into specific 
markup language documents 382. 384, 388 appropriate for 
the CRE specific engine 383,385, 387, respectively. 
0053. The compiled bytecode files 332,334,336, and the 
converted CRE specific markup documents 382. 384, 388 
may be stored in the server cache 108, shown in FIG. 6. The 
SRE compiles or converts the business logic components or 
markup documents, respectively, on the fly. When the CRE 
120 of a client machine 73 requests a specific business logic 
component, the SRE 106 determines the particular executable 
format of the CRE 120 and checks if this particular format has 
already been compiled and is stored in the server cache 108. 
If the particular compiled bytecode exist in the server cache 
108 and the code has not been modified since the last time it 
was compiled the SRE 106 downloads the executable file to 
the CRE 120 and stores it in the client cache 116. Otherwise, 
the SRE 106 will invoke the server compiler 160 and first 
compile the requested code in the particular executable for 
mat and then download it to the CRE 120 and store it in the 
client cache 116. Similarly, when the CRE 120 requests a 
specific markup document, the SRE 106 determines the par 
ticular executable format that the CRE 120 supports and 
checks if this particular format has already been converted 
and is stored in the server cache 108. If the supported con 
verted markup document exist in the server cache 108 and the 
document has not been modified since the last time it was 
converted the SRE 106 downloads the converted document to 
the CRE 120 and stores it in the client cache 116. Otherwise, 
the SRE 106 will invoke the markup language converter 155 
and first convert the requested document in the particular 
format and then download it to the CRE 120 and store it in the 
client cache 116. 
0054. This invention utilizes object-oriented program 
ming methodology to develop object-oriented application 
programs. Object-oriented application programs typically 
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model a problem using an “object model” that defines classes 
of objects representing elements of the problem. A class of 
objects is defined in terms of the relationship of the class to 
other classes, the data and properties (or attributes) associated 
with objects in the class, and the operations (or tasks) that can 
be performed on objects in the class. During execution of an 
object-oriented application program, instances of the classes 
in the object model, referred to as “objects.” are produced and 
manipulated. Computation on these “objects” is performed 
by calling on “methods' defined in business logic operations 
associated with these “objects'. For example, in an account 
ing management program, the various accounts are defined as 
the program objects. Each object, i.e., account, has attributes 
including account name, account number, amount deposited 
in the account, among others. Tasks associated with these 
account objects may be 'get account number”, “set account 
name”, “set account amount’, among others. Objects interact 
with each other and with the business logic code via events or 
messages. An object may fire an event (or send a message) in 
order to modify its own properties, or state. Events are 
received and processed by the business logic operations asso 
ciated with these objects. Object-oriented programming lan 
guages are well known in the art and are described in “Pro 
gramming languages' Chapter 11, p. 435-483, edited by 
Robert W. Sebesta. 
0055 Referring to FIG.10, the object-oriented application 
code 400 includes one or more markup documents 402 and 
one or more business logic components 406. The markup 
documents 402 are files Written using a markup language, 
such as XAML, XUL, SVG, or other XML languages. The 
business logic components 406 include instructions for per 
forming tasks upon the program objects. These instructions 
are formulated as source code files written in a programming 
language, such as JavaTM, JavaScriptTM, C#, Visual BasicTM 
(VB), Ji, among others. The business logic components 406 
are also program objects. The Client Runtime Environment 
(CRE) 120 receives the markup documents 402 and converts 
them into object-oriented representations, i.e., markup 
objects 404. The markup objects 404 may be user interfaces 
(UI) 401 or data 403. Each markup object 404 may have 
events associated with it. For example, in the case of a UI 
markup object that has input fields or buttons, an event may 
include highlighting the button or input field, entering text in 
the field, or clicking the button, among others. The event is 
received and processed by the business logic component, so 
that the state of the object is modified. In the example of the 
user interface with the input fields, where text is entered in the 
input fields, the business logic component modifies the UI to 
display the entered text. The object oriented representations 
of the markup documents 405 and business logic components 
406 are bound via a markup-business logic binding mecha 
nism 500. 
0056 Referring to FIG. 11, the markup-business logic 
binding 500 includes the process of binding the markup 
objects to the business logic components (520) and the pro 
cess of binding the business logic components to the markup 
objects (530). In the markup object to business logic compo 
nent binding 520, markup objects 510 defined in markup 
document 550 invoke business logic components 540 by fir 
ing markup object events 521. The business logic components 
540, include definitions of methods that are used as the event 
handlers for the markup object events. Upon firing of an 
event, the CRE invokes the associated method in the corre 
sponding business logic component, passes necessary infor 
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mation about the event to the method and executes the 
method. In the previous example of the user interface markup 
object that has several input fields, firing an event may be 
entering a user's phone number in the appropriate input field. 
The business logic component receives this markup object 
event, validates it and formats the phone number for display. 
0057. In the business component to markup objects bind 
ing 530, business logic components 540 can access and 
modify the markup objects 510 via a markup object Applica 
tion Program Interface (API), or a Document Object Model 
(DOM) API, 531. In one embodiment, the CRE 224 parses 
and stores the markup document 550 into a DOM, and 
exposes this DOM as a set of API that can be invoked by 
business logic components 540. Business logic components 
540 invoke this DOM API to programmatically manipulate 
the markup document 550 stored in the DOM. This feedback 
mechanism via the markup object API 531 may be “a form 
validation' process or an internal calculation that will result 
in modifying the markup objects 510. In an example of a 
“form validation' process the user enters in the UI a phone 
number that has three digits. The business logic component 
recognizes that a three digit phone number is not valid, rejects 
the input, displays an error in the UI and requests a valid 
phone number. 
0058. This two-way binding mechanism 500 enables the 
clear separation of the business logic components, the user 
interface and data. The HTML and JavaScript interaction 
models in web browsers share a similar architecture. How 
ever, the present invention differs from these prior art models 
because it allows for object-oriented binding. The markup 
documents are converted into object oriented representations 
(markup objects) and the business logic components become 
program objects as well. The object-oriented binding is then 
a binding between these objects, i.e., the markup objects and 
the program objects. In the prior art example, the business 
logic is written as Scripts, which are not object oriented, and 
the binding is a binding between program methods to HTML 
objects. This object-oriented binding of this invention allows 
for the development of complex applications and provides 
programming language and execution format independence. 
0059. In other words, the business logic code may be writ 
ten in any programming language including JavaM, JavaS 
criptTM, C#, Ji, VB, and C, and the markup documents may be 
written in any markup language and converted in any other 
markup language including XUL, SVG, XML, text, and 
HTML, among others. If the programming language is not 
object oriented, the source code can be compiled by the 
universal compiler into an object oriented executable code. 
Several XML specifications may be used including XUL 
(XML User Interface Language), SVG (Scalable Vector 
Graphics) and XFormsTM. The combination of these markup 
languages creates a rich environment that Supports all func 
tionalities of all network applications including typical Win 
dows graphical user interface, forms, 2D graphics and ani 
mation. 
0060 A code example for the user interface shown in FIG. 
12 includes the following XAML markup document and busi 
ness logic component. 
1. XAML Markup For the user interface (UI) Screen of FIG. 
12: 

<DockPanel Xmlins="http://schemas.microsoft.com/2003/xaml/ 
xmlins:def="Definition 
def:Code:Behind-"Dialog.xaml.cs' 
def:Class="WCSample.Dialog 
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-continued 

Loaded='Init's 
<TextMargin="30,30,0,0' 

DockPanel. Dock="Top's Enter Data</Texts 
<TextBox ID='''User Data 

Margin="30, 10,0,0' 
Height="30 
Width=150 
DockPanel.Dock="Top"/> 

<Button ID=''Yes Button 
Height="30 
Width=150 
Margin="30,30,0,0' 
Click="YesButton Click 
DockPanel.Dock="Bottom-Yes<Buttons 

<Button ID='''Cancel Button 
Height="30 
Width=150 
Margin="30,30,0,0' 
Click="CancelButton Click 
DockPanel.Dock="Bottom's Cancel</Buttons 

</DockPanels 

2. Cil Code Associated with the Above XAML Markup docu 
ment for the UI of FIG. 12: 

namespace WCSample 

public partial class Dialog 

Navigation Application my App: 
NavigationWindow dlgWindow; 
public void Init(object sender, EventArgs args) 
{ 
myApp : (Navigation Application) 

MSAvalon.Windows. Application. Current; 

private void YeshButton Click(object sender, ClickEventArgs e) 

digWindow = (NavigationWindow) myApp. Windows1: 
myApp. Properties"UserData = User Data. Text: 
digWindow. DialogResult = DialogResult. Yes; 

private void CancelButton Click(object sender, ClickEventArgs e) 
{ 
digWindow = (NavigationWindow) myApp. Windows1: 
digWindow. DialogResult = DialogResult.Cancel; 

0061. The XAML document defines the Text 608, the Text 
box. 602, the Yes button 604 and the Cancel button 606 in the 
UI Screen 600 of FIG. 12. The XAML document also con 
nects the WCSample object with the above mentioned Cit 
code. The C# code defines the code for processing the “Yes 
Button-click' event, and the "CancelButton-click' event. 
0062 An implementation of a network-based computing 
system according to this invention is offered by NexawebTM 
Technologies, of Cambridge, Mass. Referring to FIGS. 13 
and 4, the NexawebTM network-based computing system 250 
includes a NeXawebTM Client 73 and a NeXawebTM Server 72. 
NexawebTM Server 72 is a servlet that runs within the popular 
J2EE Application Server 254. NexawebTM Client 73 is an 
applet that dynamically downloads to any client browser 
when the business application is first launched. The Nex 
awebTM server 72 communicates with the NexavebTM Client 
73 and vice versa, via a network based bi-directional messag 
ing system 240. 
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0063. The NexawebTM Client 73 is a client-side applica 
tion runtime environment (CRE) based on XML User Inter 
face Language (XUL), Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and 
Managed Client Bean (MCB). Currently, applications are 
written in JavaTM using a JavaTM Development Kit (JDKTM 
1.1) and an Abstract Window Toolkit (AWTTM) for JavaTM 
applications with Graphical User Interface (GUI) compo 
nents, such as windows, buttons and scroll bars, as specified 
by the Personal JavaTM Specification, which has evolved into 
the Java 2 Platform Micro Edition (J2METM). Although its 
footprint is extremely small, the NexawebTM Client 73 sup 
ports user interface functionality that is comparable to JavaTM 
Swing/Java Foundation Class (JFCTM) and Windows 
Microsoft Foundation Class (MFCTM). 
0064. The NexawebTM Client 73 currently runs inside all 
popular web browsers 230, such as NetscapeTM 4.0+ and 
Internet ExplorerTM 4.0+, and on all major operating systems. 
To run a NexawebTM application inside a browser, no client 
side installation is required. The basic function of the Nex 
awebTM Client 73 is to render XULFSVG. The NeXawebTM 
Client 73 communicates with the NexavebTM Server 72 and 
retrieves the application's user interface description via XUL/ 
SVG and renders it accordingly. The user interface function 
ality built into the NexawebTM Client 73 processes most UI 
operations locally. Functionality includes rendering and table 
sorting, among others. In addition, customized code can be 
transported and run solely on the client. 
0065. The NexawebTM Client 73 maintains the application 
state information during the session. Unlike web browsers 
designed to be stateless, the NexawebTM Client 73 maintains 
state information, eliminating the need to completely recon 
struct the client state for every request/response. Only small, 
incremental updates are necessary. The process of maintain 
ing state is described in U.S. application Ser. No. 10/717,784, 
entitled “System and method for Stateful Web-based Com 
puting, which is commonly assigned and the contents of 
which are expressly incorporated herein by reference. State 
synchronization with the NexawebTM Server 72 is conducted 
via infrequent exchanges of short, compressed messages— 
typically only several hundred bytes per message. By com 
bining this feature with a much higher level of intelligence on 
the client side, the NexawebTMarchitecture significantly low 
ers server load and network bandwidth consumption. Tests 
reveal that a bandwidth of eight kilobytes per second is suf 
ficient for delivering acceptable application performance. 
The NexavebTM Client 73 knows when and how to commu 
nicate with the NexawebTM Server 72 in a performance-opti 
mized manner. It detects the network environment, Such as 
the presence of a firewall 242, 244 and whether the firewall 
allows socket connections, to select the best communication 
mechanism. It maintains a persistent connection with the 
server via HTTP or TCP/IP. In the event of a communications 
error, the NexawebTM Client 73 detects and automatically 
recovers from it. When an event occurs requiring server-side 
processing, the NexawebTM Client 73 will send the event via 
a standard HTTP GET or HTTP POST method to the server 
for processing. The process of this bi-directional communi 
cation is also described in U.S. application Ser. No. 10/717, 
784. The NexawebTM Client 73 also acts as a Managed Client 
Bean (MCB) container. A Managed Client Object (MCO) is a 
Software component that can be dynamically relocated and 
executed at runtime, no matter where it initially resides on a 
network. An MCO runs inside an MCB container like an 
Enterprise JavaBean (EJB) runs inside an EJB container. One 
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can use MCBS for client side processing including business 
logic, caching, calling net services and interacting with users. 
The NexawebTM Client 73 also has built-in support for 
extending client-side functionality via both Java and JavaS 
cript. Client-side caching and skinning of the UI are also 
Supported. 
0066. The NexawebTM Server 72 runs within a Java 2 
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) Application Server just like a nor 
mal web application. Also, NexawebTM-based applications 
are developed, deployed, and run as normal web applications. 
The Nexaweb Server 72 routes HTTP requests to applica 
tions, caches their client-side State information, and provides 
network communications Support to them transparently. 
0067. The Nexaweb Server 72 provides the following 
functions for the platform: 

Application Event Router 
0068 To route client-side requests to the right web appli 
cation instance, the NexawebTM Server 72 acts like an “appli 
cation event router. It routes requests to the corresponding 
web application instance using the Application Server's 
(more precisely, the Servlet Container's) RequestDispatcher. 
From the viewpoint of a web application, there is no differ 
ence between an HTTP request coming directly from a client 
side web browser and a request forwarded by the NexawebTM 
Server 72. In one example, the Application Server's Servlet 
Engine 251, the Java Server Page (JSP) engine 252 or the 
Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) container 253 are used for pro 
cessing the request. All infrastructure support from the Appli 
cation Server 254, such as security, HTTP session, database 
connectivity, messaging, and component management, is 
available to NeXaweb-based applications in the same way as 
they are to any web application. 

Dynamic Cache 
0069. The NexavebTM Server 72 caches all client-side 
state information for server-side needs. This “dynamic 
cache' is a collection of proxy objects each of which corre 
spond to a client-side user interface component. This cache is 
updated dynamically and transparently via a persistent con 
nection 240 established between the Nexaveb Client 73 and 
Nexaweb Server 72. Any changes are instantly and automati 
cally reflected on the client-side. The server-side logic can 
then dynamically update the client-side in real-time. For 
example, it can perform server pushes transparently by modi 
fying this cache. This caching mechanism not only signifi 
cantly reduces application development complexity, but also 
significantly improves application performance and enables 
critical functionalities such as “server push.” 

Network Communications Management 
0070 The NexawebTM Server 72 and the NexawebTM Cli 
ent 73 can manage network communications for applications. 
The communications model of the World Wide Web uses 
“client pull for web browsing, but does not meet the require 
ments for distributed computing. Distributed computing 
requires not only “client pull.” but also “server push, which 
is a higher order of communications responsiveness and reli 
ability. Meeting these requirements includes writing a lot of 
custom code and handling firewalls restricting network com 
munications in and out of an enterprise. Nexaweb Server 72 
does all of this work transparently by maintaining a reliable, 
persistent, bi-directional communications channel 242 with 
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the NexawebTM Client 73 that operates through firewalls and 
can use the standard port 80 employed by web browsers. The 
process of this bi-directional messaging is also described in 
U.S. application Ser. No. 10/717,784. 
(0071 An implementation of a network-based application 
according to this invention that utilizes the above described 
NeXaweb computing system is developed like a normal web 
application using EJBs for handling business logic, a data 
base for storing persistent information, and Servlet/JSP for 
presentation. The difference is that a normal web application 
uses HTML for the user interface and NexawebTM uses XML 
for the user interface. A normal web application's Servlets/ 
JSP pages will generate HTML and send the HTML pages to 
a web browser for rendering. A NexawebTM-based web appli 
cation still uses Servlet/JSP, but the Servlets and JSP pages 
generate XML (more precisely, XML User Interface, either 
XUL or SVG) for the client to render. To migrate an existing 
web application to run on this NexawebTM platform, one 
needs to replace the HTML code with XML from the appli 
cation's JSP pages and Servlets. The current release of Nex 
awebTM supports the J2EETM programming model. The Nex 
awebTM Server 72 supports Servlet 2.2/JSP 1.1 or higher 
specification. The NexawebTM Server 72 itselfis developed as 
a J2EE application and thus runs in any standard J2EE appli 
cation server. 
0072 A key benefit of the NexawebTM Client 73 is that it 
uses XML for the user interface. XML gives the client a high 
level description of the user interface, reducing not only net 
work traffic, but also giving the client flexibility for presen 
tation. NexawebTM adopted two XML User Interfaces stan 
dards: XML-based User Interface Language (XUL) and 
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG). SVG is a World Wide Web 
Consortium (W3C) standard published in November 2001 for 
describing interactive 2D graphics over the web. XUL is an 
open XML-based user interface language that is still evolving 
at this time. 

XUL in Nexaveb 

0073 XUL is an emerging approach for delivering rich, 
interactive UIs over the web. Similar to JavaTM, XUL was 
designed for portable, cross-platform UI solutions. The 
XML-based characteristics of the language easily bind UIs to 
web services. XUL is platform and device-agnostic and can 
deliver a full, highly interactive user interface. XUL offers all 
the advantages of XML and may be easily interpreted and 
manipulated by other applications. With XUL, one can create 
most of the elements found in modern graphical interfaces. It 
is powerful enough to enable non-developers to quickly cre 
ate sophisticated interfaces. 
0074 XUL elements include: 
(0075 input controls (textboxes, drop down lists), 
0076) toolbars with buttons or other content, 
I0077 menus on a menu bar or in pop up menus, 
0078 tabbed dialog boxes, 
0079 trees for hierarchical or tabular information, 
0080 keyboard shortcuts, 
0081 drag and drop support, 
I0082 Multiple Document Interface, and 
I0083) popup dialog boxes. 

I0084. NexawebTM XUL is not 100% compatible with 
Mozilla XUL or other XUL dialects. Instead, NexawebTM 
XUL is based on these XUL specifications, but with changes. 
NexawebTM enhances and augments XUL functionality to 
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include server-side application control, real-time communi 
cations and other mission-critical features. 
I0085) NexawebTM also simplifies syntax for complex 
interface functions and converts JSP-based applications and 
web services into XUL on the fly. Similarly, the client can 
operate without the server and, with some customization, 
function without a network connection at all. 
0.086 NexawebTM enhances the XUL standard in these 
ways: 

I0087 Flexibility: NexawebTM allows you to add and 
remove GUI components on the fly. 

0088 More power: Nexaveb adds additional features 
that would otherwise require custom coding (for 
example, in-cell editing within a tree table). 

I0089 More conciseness and efficiency: NexawebTM 
eliminates unnecessary tags, uses intuitive and consis 
tent naming conventions and structure, and adds new 
tags with pre-configured parameter settings that sim 
plify desired behaviors. For example, tree, tree-table, 
table all call the same underlying component with dif 
ferent default parameters. 

0090 Server-side integration: Nexaweb routes events 
of interest back to the server, allowing for more powerful 
server-side logic processing. 

I0091 XUL constructs and terminology resemble 
JavaTM's. Developers familiar with JavaTM will easily under 
stand the concepts and appreciate the simplicity of XUL in the 
NexawebTM environment. 
0092. These general concepts are fundamental to XULUI 
development: 

I0093 Container: A container is a type of component 
that can hold other components. A window, a dialog, and 
a panel are three types of containers. 

I0094 Window: A window is a top-level display area 
that can contain other containers and components. You 
can drag it by the title bar, resize it, close it, maximize it, 
and minimize it. 

0095 Panel: Panels are invisible containers that refine 
the arrangement of components in another container. 
Since a panel is a container, you can set a panel's layout 
manager just as you would for other containers. In addi 
tion, containers can have other containers (including 
other panels). This structure gives the programmer 
increased flexibility in arranging the GUI. 

I0096) Menubar: A container with properties for menu 
specific functions. 

I0097 Toolbar. A container with properties for menu 
specific functions. 

0098 Layout Managers: XUL, like Java, uses layout 
managers to establish layout properties for a container. A 
layout manager controls the size and position of com 
ponents in a container. There are six layout managers in 
XUL: BorderLayout, BoxLayout, CardLayout, Flow 
Layout, Grid Layout, and Grid Bag|Layout. 

The Structure of a XUL File 

0099. A XUL file is a file in valid case-sensitive XML 
Syntax that can be created and edited in a simple text editor. 
XUL files start and end with the <xuld tag. 
10100 Beneath the <xuld tag are subtags corresponding to 
containers. Those containers in turn hold other containers as 
well as layout manager tags. 
0101 Command tags such as <removes and <beeps can 
also exist directly beneath the top level <xuld tag. 
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0102 XUL Example: a Simple Window with Two But 
tons, shown in FIG. 14. 
0103 Below is code that creates a simple window with 
two buttons: 
<!-- this is a simple Window with two buttons—> 
0104. The <xuld tag must start and end each file: 
<Xuld 
0105. This line defines a window called Example: 
<window title="Example” size="400,350 location="10, 
1O’s 
0106 Create two buttons in the window: 
<button text="Button 1/> 
<button text="Button 2/> 
0107 Add the closing tag for the window. In this case, the 
buttons are enclosed between the opening and closing tag of 
the window because they are children of the window. 
</windows 

0108. In this example, we did not explicitly specify the 
layout manager for the window. We are using the default 
layout manager, which is FlowLayout. 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) in NexawebTM 
0109 SVG is an XML-based standard defined by the W3C 
for interactive two dimensional (2D) graphics. SVG goes 
beyond the capabilities of static web-based graphics formats 
(GIF, JPEG, etc.). SVG objects are lightweight in footprint, 
enlargeable (without quality degradation), searchable and 
structured. SVG is a vector graphics file format that enables 
two-dimensional images to be displayed in XML pages on the 
Web. Vector images are created through text-based com 
mands formatted to comply with XML specifications. In con 
trast to JPEG and GIF images on the Web, which are bit 
mapped and always remain a specified size, SVG images are 
scalable to the size of the viewing window and will adjust in 
size and resolution according to the window in which it is 
displayed. 
Benefits of SVG include: 

0110 smaller files size than regular bitmapped graphics 
Such as GIF and JPEG files 

0111 resolution independence, so that the image can 
Scale down or up to fit proportionally into any size dis 
play on any type of Web device 

0112 text labels and descriptions that can be searched 
by search engines 

0113 ability to link to parts of an image 
0114 complex animation 

SVG Features 

0115 SVG provides the syntax for describing images in 
terms of graphic objects such as text to be rendered, circles or 
rectangles and rendering properties, such as strokes or colors. 
It can express these types of graphics: 

0116 Rich, static 2D graphics 
0117 SVG supports generic shapes, transforms, rich text, 
transparency and filter effects, to name some of the most 
important static features. 

0118 Dynamic 2D graphics 
0119) The Document Object Model (DOM) Application 
Program Interface (API), allows dynamic manipulation of 
SVG documents and makes dynamic graphics possible. For 
example, you can change the color of a circle when the mouse 
moves over it. 
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0120 Animated graphics 
I0121 Many SVG elements (such as rectangles, circles, or 
images) may contain animation declarations. For example, 
you can express, with an animation declaration, how the 
X-coordinate of a rectangle should change over time, and 
when the animation should begin or how long it should last. 

Managed Client Object/Managed Client Bean 

I0122) A Managed Client Object (MCO) is a software com 
ponent that can be dynamically relocated to where it will be 
executed at runtime no matter where it initially resides on a 
network. When a Managed Client Object is bound to the Java 
language, it is called a Managed Client Bean. The Nexaweb 
Client is an MCO container that provides container services 
to MCOs. By using an MCO, one can perform all kinds of 
processing on the client side ranging from form validation to 
parsing XML to image processing. MCO and XML together 
create a powerful combination: XML provides a high level, 
declarative way of defining data and its presentation. MCO 
provides away to easily manipulate the XML in a way similar 
to scripting, but more powerful and efficient. With Nexaweb, 
the entire user interface of the application is stored as an XML 
Document Object Model (DOM), which can be completely 
controlled, changed, and traversed by client beans. 
I0123. The application of the above described Nexaweb 
computing system and the NeXaweb method of developing 
web-applications can revolutionize web applications by 
reducing bandwidth consumption, improving performance, 
reducing development cost and dramatically improving user 
experience. For the purpose of demonstrating these perfor 
mance advantages, we implemented a new user interface for 
the original Sun's Java Pet Store J2EE application using Nex 
aweb's technology and compared the new implementation 
with the original one on bandwidth consumption, perfor 
mance and development effort. 
0.124 We chose Sun's Java Pet Store application as our 
bench mark reference since it is a well-known J2EE sample 
application and it represents the best practice using MVC 
design pattern under J2EE framework (http://java. Sun.com/ 
j2ee/blueprints/index.html). 
0.125. Nexaweb's application architecture works with any 
J2EE application server. In this study, we chose IBM's Web 
Sphere Application Server Advanced Edition 4.0. It comes 
with the Petstore sample application as a default installation. 
0.126 This study does not require any modification of the 
business logic code and database access code. Furthermore, 
no single java code needs to be re-compiled and no database 
changes are needed. The only modifications to the existing 
application are JSP pages that represent the Java Petstore's 
screen presentation. The full source code of Nexaweb's Pet 
Store implementation can be downloaded from http://www. 
nexaweb.com/petstore/nexaweb-jps1.1.2.Zip. To view a 
demo of Nexaweb's Pet Store implementation, visit http:// 
www.nexaweb.com/petstore.html. 

Reduction of Bandwidth Consumption 

Testing Scenario 

I0127 We chose a typical online shopping scenario to test 
the application bandwidth consumption between original Pet 
Store and Nexaweb-enabled Pet Store. The following dia 
gram represents a typical shopping flow. 
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Main->Category->Product->Product Detail->Cart->Confirm Order 
>Login->Verify user account->Verify billing and shipping 
information->Order confirmation 

0128 Catalog browsing is a repeating process. Requests 
and responses between a browser and a server are measured 
by ForTech's Proxy Plus(http://www.proxyplus.cz/). The 
control group uses the original Pet Store and the test group 
uses the Nexaweb-enabled Pet Store. We went through the 
same shopping process described above for both the control 
group and the test group. All the items we added to the 
shopping cart are identical for both groups. 

Testing Results 
0129. Table 1 summarizes the results of our testing of the 
bandwidth consumption. The results show that the Nexaweb 
enabled Pet Store can reduce bandwidth consumption up to 
90%. 
0130. The result varies depending on the number of items 
involved. The more items are added to the cart, the more the 
bandwidth consumption is reduced. 

TABLE 1. 

Bandwidth consumption comparison 

Business Bandwidth Consumption 

Scenarios Original Pet Store Nexaweb Pet Store Comments 

1 item 368.SK 128.7K 65% reduction 
5 items 1,090.6K 1892K 83% reduction 
10 items 1,845.9K 2512K 86% reduction 
15 items 2,998.5K 3.19.4K 89% reduction 

0131 The Nexaweb-enabled application reduces the 
application's bandwidth consumption because the Nex 
aweb's Smart client caches the application's presentation 
logic in the client cache. Subsequent UI update requests do 
not require complete UI update responses, i.e., only relevant 
content update is sent back from the server to the client. The 
client is Smart enough to know how to process the new con 
tent. This is fundamentally different from HTML based appli 
cations, which require redundant UI presentations to be sent 
back to browser even when there is only a small change in the 
COntent. 

Code Example 

(0132) One example will illustrate better the difference. 
One key application component in the Pet Store application is 
the shopping cart update. For the HTML based application, 
when a user adds a new item or removes an item from the cart, 
the whole cart content is sent back to the client from the server 
for updating. The following code Snippets illustrate the origi 
nal Pet Store Shopping Cart presentation logic. 

<table bgcolor="#336666'> 
<tr background="../images/bkg-topbar.gif border="0"> 

<ths afontsize="3 color="white''>ItemID</fonts <fth 
<ths afontsize="3 color="white''>Product Name<ffonts <fth 
<ths afontsize="3 color="white''>In Stock</fonts <ths 
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-continued 

<ths afontsize="3 color="white''>Unit Price.<ffonts <ths 
<ths.<fontsize="3” color="white's Quantity.<ffonts.</ths 
<ths afontsize="3 color="white''>Total Costaffonts <fth 

<?tric 
<2ee:items> 

<> 38 href="cart?action=removetem&itemId= 

<2ee:cartAttribute attribute="itemidis's 
<ing src="../images/button remove.gif><fac 
</td 

> <2ee:cartAttribute attribute="itemid's </tds 
><2ee:cartAttribute attribute=''name''></tds 
><2ee:cartAttribute attribute="instock' true="yes' 

se=''no's €ftd. 
><2ee:cartAttribute attribute="unitcosts.</tds 
><input name="itemOuantity <2ee:cartAttribute 

tribute=''temids' 
type="text 
size='4' 
value="<2ee:cartAttribute attribute="quantity’s'> 

</td 
<tdd <2ee:cartAttribute attribute="itemTotalisz/tds 

0.133 We notice that every time there is an item update 
(add or remove), the entire shopping cart is rebuilt (loop 
through <2ee:items> tag) and all rows in the table are sent 
back to the client's browser. The client's browser does not 
cache the cart content, but it refreshes and redisplays the 
entire shopping cart. 
I0134. The Nexaweb-enabled client performs the same 
function with a different approach. The following is a corre 
sponding Code Snippet for Nexaweb's Pet Store Shopping 
Cart. 

<Xuld 
<table id="cart table justifyh="left borderwidth=0 visible="true's 
<remove id="Cart <%=request.getParameter(“itemId')%>'' is 
<row id="Cart <%=request.getParameter(“itemId')%>''> 

<cell img="images/button remove.gif 
oncommand="festore control inncart?action=removetem&itemId= 
<%=request.getParameter(“itemId')%>'' is 

<cell text="<%=request.getParameter(“itemId')%>'' is 
<cell text="<%=request.getParameter(“item desc)%>'' is 

<cell text="<%=request.getParameter(“inv')%>'' is 
<cell text="<%=request.getParameter(“currency)%>'' is 
<textbox text="<%=request.getParameter("quantity)%>'' is 
<cell text="<%=request.getParameter(“currency)%>'' is 

</rows 
<table> 
</xuld 

I0135) Nexaweb's implementation of the shopping cart 
table update is on the row level. In this case, the XUL code 
notifies the Nexaweb client that there is one row to be added 
to the "cart table'. Since the client keeps a state of the table, 
it knows how to add that row to the table. This example 
demonstrates how the Nexaweb-enabled application reduces 
the network bandwidth consumption, especially when the 
content/data update is huge. 
0.136 Another way the Nexaweb-enabled client achieves 
bandwidth consumption reduction is by providing the ability 
to manipulate data on the client side. For example, if a user 
wants to sort the items in the shopping cart based on price or 
category, the prior art HTML based application has to send a 
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request to the server, the server has to execute a new SQL 
query, reformat the result set and send back the new con 
structed HTML table to the client. However, since the Nex 
aweb's smart client has full knowledge of the table, it requires 
no server trip and server processing in order to render the new 
item order. 
0.137 The above described application scenario can be 
extended to other applications as well, especially to Online 
Analytical Processing (OLAP) reporting applications. This 
kind of application requires frequent different views of the 
same data such as table sorting, graphic representation, refor 
matting, among others. The prior art HTML based UI offloads 
these requests to the server for processing. If there are lot of 
data involved in each screen update and there are lot of con 
current users accessing the application, this will add a tre 
mendous challenge to the application performance and net 
work bandwidth. 

Improvement of Application Performance 
0138 Nexaweb's technology can improve application per 
formance by reducing server load without Scarifying tiered 
architecture. It reduces the server load by eliminating unnec 
essary UI rendering-related server requests. The Pet store 
shopping cart example illustrates this point. Whena user adds 
or removes shopping cart items the client notifies the server's 
cart session object. However, the server responds by sending 
only the changed items back to the client for the UI update. 
The system does not require the server to build the whole cart 
contents. Also shopping cart table sorting can be done 
through client side manipulation without any server process 
involvement. This can dramatically improve application Scal 
ability and performance, especially for OLAP applications. 

Improvement of the User Interface 
0.139. One drawback most of HTML-based applications 
inherit is redundant navigation. In the Pet Store application 
case, to buy an item, the user has to navigate at least 10 
different screens: 

Main ->Category->Product->Product Detail->Cart->Confirm 
Order->Login 

>Verify user account->Verify billing and shipping information 
>Order confirmation 

0140. If the user decides to buy more items, he/she has to 
go through the same category/product/item list again. If the 
user wants to do comparison shopping, he/she has to do a lot 
of back and forth navigation which can cause the user to get 
lost. NeXaweb improves this situation by Supporting all shop 
ping behaviors within one window. There is no back and forth 
navigation. The user always has a complete view of category, 
product, item detail, shopping cart and user account at the 
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same time and at any time. Nexaweb achieves this goal by 
utilizing rich UI components such as tree and layout manag 
ers. Event handlers such as table sorting and drag and drop 
give users a new level of interactivity. The same result can be 
achieved in the HTML frame by utilizing complex and cum 
berSome programming. However, programming in HTML 
frame in addition to being complex, it does not Supportrich UI 
components/events such as tree table, layout manager, client 
side table sorting and drag and drop, among others. 

Easy of Application Migration and Reduction of Develop 
ment Cost 

Code Modification 

0141 For an application with tiered architecture, it is easy 
to migrate an existing HTML-based presentation code to an 
XUL-based Nexaweb presentation. The original Pet Store 
application is written with clear separation between presen 
tation and business logic. This architecture makes the migra 
tion of the original Pet Store application to a Nexaweb pre 
sentation extremely easy. Only part of the presentation codes 
(VIEW definition JSP pages) is modified. All EJB and Flow 
Control codes are untouched. 4% of total files and 3.5% lines 
of total code are modified. For a detailed breakdown by tiers, 
see table below. 

TABLE 2 

Number of files comparison 

Total files 
of original Number of files 
application Modified % 

Presentation 147 11 7.4% 
Middle Tier 130 O O% 
Database 1 O O% 

Total 278 11 4.0% 

TABLE 3 

Lines of Code comparison 

Total Lines of Lines of Code 
original Code Modified % 

Presentation 10,101 664 6.6% 
Middle Tier 8,451 O O% 
Database 349 O O% 

Total 18,891 664 3.5% 

Code Modification—Detail View 

0.142 Table 4 lists the modifications of the screen defini 
tion JSP pages. 

TABLE 4 

Function/Screen mapping between original Pet Store and Nexaweb implementation 

Major 
Functions Screen Definition 

Home page MAIN 
Search SEARCH 

JSP Pages Nexaweb Modification 

Index.jsp NeXaweb2.jsp 
Search.jsp Nnsearch.jsp 
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Function/Screen mapping between original Pet Store and NeXaweb implementation 

Major 
Functions Screen Definition JSP Pages Nexaweb Modification 

Product Category Productcategory.jsp Nnproductcategory.jsp 
Category 
Product Product Product.jsp Nnproductcategory.jsp 
Product details PRODUCT DETAIL Productdetails.jsp Nnproductcategory.jsp 
Shopping cart CART Cart.jsp Nncart.jsp 
Check out CHECK OUT Checkout.jsp Nincheckout.jsp 
Sign in SIGN IN Signin.jsp Signin.jsp 
Sign out SIGN OUT Signout.jsp Ninsignout.jsp 
Place order PLACE ORDER Enteruserdata.jsp Nnenteruserdata.jsp 
Confirm order VALIDATE BILLING INFORMATION Confirmshipping data.jsp Nnconfirshippingdata.jsp 
Commit order COMMIT ORDER ShipOrder.jsp Nnship order.jsp 
Template TEMPLATE Template.jsp Template.jsp 

Code Reduction 
TABLE 5-continued 

0143. In addition to comparing Lines of Code, we also 
count the number of characters in the code. Code comments 
and empty lines and spaces are not taken into account. We use 
a third party tool “LineCount to count the Lines of Code and 
MS Word to count the Characters of Code. Table 5 lists the 

result of the Lines of Code (LOC) and Characters of Code 
(COC) comparison between the original Pet Store application 
and Nexaweb's screen definition code implementation. 

TABLE 5 

Lines of Code (LOC) and Characters of Code (COC) comparison 
between original Pet Store application and Nexaweb's 

screen definition code implementation. 

Screen definition 
codes of Original 

Screen definition 
codes of Nexaweb 

Criteria Pet Store Pet Store Comments 

Number of files 10 18 40% reduction 
Lines of Code 790 1179 33% reduction 

(LOC) 

Nexaveb Pet Store Presentation 

Lines of Code (LOC) and Characters of Code (COC) comparison 
between original Pet Store application and NeXaweb's 

Screen definition code implementation. 

Screen definition 
codes of Original 

Pet Store 

Screen definition 
codes of Nexaweb 

Criteria Pet Store Comments 

Characters of 2S433 3OO68 15% reduction 
Code (COC) 

Development Time 
0144. In this study, it took a seasonal java developer with 
less than one year JSP/HTML development experience one 
week (40 man hours) to convert the existing Pet Store appli 
cation into a Nexaweb/XUL presentation. The majority of 
time was spent on learning the original Pet Store application 
and the XUL syntax. The nature of the work involved was 
focused on reformatting HTML tags into XUL tags. 
Code Comparison Breakdown 
(0145 

TABLE 6 

Characters of Code (COC) and Lines of Code (LOC) screen 
definition code comparison between the original Pet Store 

application and the NeXaweb implementation. 

Original Pet Store Presentation equivalent 

File name LOC and COC File name LOC and COC 

NeXaweb2.jsp LOC: 95 Index.jsp LOC: 156 
COC: 3216 Sideindex.jsp splash.jsp., COC: 6190 

banner.jsp, footer.jsp 
Nnsearch.jsp LOC: 22 Search.jsp LOC: 43 

COC: 875 COC: 118S 
Nnproductcategory.jsp LOC: 119 Productcategory.jsp LOC: 159 

COC: 4400 Product.jsp COC: 6753 
Productdetails.jsp 

Nncart.jsp LOC: S2 Cart.jsp LOC: 107 
COC: 2084 COC: 2379 

Nincheckout.jsp LOC: 46 Checkout.jsp LOC: 73 
COC: 1420 COC: 1833 

Signin.jsp LOC: 75 Signin.jsp LOC: S1 
COC: 1137 COC: 802 
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TABLE 6-continued 

Characters of Code (COC) and Lines of Code (LOC) screen 
definition code comparison between the original Pet Store 

application and the NeXaweb implementation. 

Nexaweb Pet Store Presentation 

14 
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Original Pet Store Presentation equivalent 

File name LOC and COC File name LOC and COC 

ninsigninsuccess.jsp LOC: 176 Enteruserdata.jsp LOC: 288 
COC: 7013 Signinscucess.jsp COC: 5521 

changeaddressform.jsp 
Nnconfirshippingdata.jsp LOC: 7 Confirmshippingdata.jsp LOC: 67 

COC: 355 COC: 1324 
NnshipOrder.jsp LOC: 143 ShipOrder.jsp LOC: 177 

COC: 4933 COC: 3435 
Template.jsp LOC: O Template.jsp LOC:39 

COC: O COC: 646 
TOTAL LOC: 790 LOC: 1179 

COC: 2S433 COC: 3 OO68 
Files: 10 Files: 18 

0146 Inconclusion the Nexaweb-enabled smartclient can receiving XML commands by said CRE, and performing 
improve web applications by reducing bandwidth consump 
tion by up to 90%, increasing performance by up to 50%, and 
improving web user interface unlimitedly. All these benefits 
can be achieved without requiring re-writing of the applica 
tion. Migrating from an HTML presentation to a Nexaweb 
enabled client is straightforward. Development time using the 
Nexaweb technology may be reduced by 15% to 30% com 
pared with traditional HTML-based applications due to the 
elimination of redundant presentation code. 
0147. Other embodiments are within the scope of the fol 
lowing claims. For example, the Nexaweb Server 72 may also 
run outside the application server 254. Examples of business 
applications that could be delivered over the described dis 
tributed web-based system 200 include among others 
Microsoft Word for word processing applications, Microsoft 
Excel for spreadsheet applications, financial trading Software 
used by portfolio managers in financial institutions, and claim 
processing applications used in the insurance industry. 
0148. Several embodiments of the present invention have 
been described. Nevertheless, it will be understood that vari 
ous modifications may be made without departing from the 
spirit and scope of the invention. Accordingly, other embodi 
ments are within the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A stateful method of processing an XML markup docu 

ment within a distributed computing system, wherein said 
distributed computing system comprises at least a client 
machine having a Client Runtime Environment (CRE), said 
method comprising: 

receiving said XML markup document by said CRE: 
parsing and holding said XML document's state by said 
CRE: 

operations comprised in said XML commands upon said 
XML document by said CRE; and 

updating said XML markup document's state by said CRE. 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein said XML markup docu 

ment is written in a markup language selected from a group 
consisting of XAML, XML User Interface Language (XUL), 
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG), XForms, XML related lan 
guages, Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML), HTML 
related languages, text, and combinations thereof. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein said CRE holds said 
XML markup document's state in a Document Object Model 
(DOM). 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein said XML commands 
comprise at least one of operations of add, remove, update, 
insert, delete, sort, or search. 

5. An improved Extensible User-Interface Language 
(XUL) including a series of Extensible Markup Language 
(XML) tags for allowing different operating platforms to 
exchange data that describe a user interface (UI) of an appli 
cation, wherein said improved XUL is designed to run in a 
distributed computing system, said distributed computing 
system having at least a server having a Server Runtime 
Environment (SRE) and at least a client machine having a 
Client Runtime Environment (CRE) and wherein said client 
machine is adapted to connect to said server via a network, 
and wherein said improved XUL comprises: 
means for adding, removing and updating UI components 

on the fly using XML instructions; 
customized features that require custom coding; and 
means for providing server-side integration, wherein said 
CRE routes events of interest back to said SRE. 

c c c c c 


